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PART I

Abernathy GT, Abrams J, Akhtar S, Albitar I, ... Bloomfield D, ... Chiaramida S, ... Kay R, ... Lucariello R, ... Rim DA et al. Rationale, Design, Implementation, and Base-Line Characteristics of Patients in the Dig Trial - A Large, Simple, Long-Term Trial to Evaluate the

Abbi RK. see Siddiqui A

Abdel-Dayem HM. see Elgazzar AH
see Kempf JS


Abraham NJ. see Kato K


Accardo PJ. see Capute AJ


Aguero-Rosenfeld ME. see Figueroa R
see Nadelman R
see Wormser GP


Ahmed T. see Feldman E
see Seiter K
see Siddiqui A

Alfalla C. see Hewlett D see Horn DL

Amin N. see Boyer J


Anversa P. see Cheng W see Kajstura J see Liu Y see Meggs LG see Olivetti G see Reiss K see Sonnenblick EH see Torielli L


Astiz ME. see Latriano B


Babu S. see Kotval PS
see Lee H


**Balazy M.** see Fulton D  
see Laethem RM

**Bamji M.** see Don P


**Barber HJ.** see McClung J


**Belloni F.** see Lee H

**Bell-Quilley CP.** see Hilchey SD

**Belmonte AH.** see Johnson RA

**Beneck D.** see Berezin S  
see Figueroa R  
see Ganatra JV  
see Schroeder S


**Berezin S.** see Ganatra JV


**Bloomfield D.** see Abernathy GT


**Bostwick HE.** see Ganatra JV


Bracero LA, **Cassidy S, Byrne DW**. Effect of Gender on Perinatal Outcome in Pregnancies Complicated by Diabetes. Gynecol Obstet Invest 1996;41(1):10-14


**Brenner JL.** see **Yu SH**


**Brown R.** see **Tenner MS**

**Brudnicki A.** see **Berezin S**
see **Boyer J**

**Bujak DI.** see **Asch ES**


**Byrne DW.** see **Bracero LA**
see **Del Savino G**
see **Salzberg C**

**Cabello F.** Technological Modernization in Latin-America. Interciencia 1995;20(3):121-122

**Cabello F.** see **Fica AE**

**Cagir B.** see **Lee B**

Callaway JC, **Ross WN.** Frequency-Dependent Propagation of Sodium Action-Potentials in Dendrites of Hippocampal Ca1 Pyramidal Neurons. J Neurophysiol 1995;74(4):1395-1403


Campbell M, Kafantaris V, **Cueva JE.** An Update on the Use of Lithium-Carbonate in Aggressive-Children and Adolescents with Conduct Disorder. Psychopharmacol Bull 1995;31(1):93-102


**Carbonaro CA.** see **Montecalvo MA**


**Cassidy S.** see **Bracero LA**

**Cayten CG.** Prevention of penetrating trauma in adults (commentary). In: Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook of penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996. p. 88

**Cayten CG.** Injury severity scoring (commentary). In: Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook
of penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996. p. 149-50


Cayten CG. Role of military antishock trousers (commentary). In: Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook of penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996. p. 174-75


Cayten CG. see Hannan EL
see Ivatury R
see Salzberg C

Cerabona TD. see Rozenblit G

Chaudhry S. see Belkin RN


Cheng W. see Anversa P
see Kajstura J
see Liu Y
see Reiss K
see Zhang X

Chiao JW. see Hsieh T
see Xu W

Chiaramida S. see Abernathy GT

Choudhury MS. see Schneidau T

Chun HG. see Ahmed T

Chun M. see Cheng W


Clarke DE. see Gupta R

Cohen J. see Olivennes F

Conaway CC. see Ronai Z


Corpuz MO. see Ramaswamy R

Cueva J. see Campbell M

Cuppari GG. see Disla E


Daniels TH. see Falco R

Danon MJ. see Schliselfeld LH


Daras M. see Gutmann DH
see Papakostas Y
see Samkoff LM

Darzynkiewicz Z. see Bhatia U
see Gong J
see Hara S
see Li X
see Murakami T
see Ronai Z
see Seiter K
see Skorski T
see Venturelli D


**DelGuercio LR.** see Rozenblit G


Donnenfeld H. see Samkoff LM

Downie S, **Newman S.** Different roles for fibronectin in the generation of fore and hind limb precartilage condensations. Dev Biol 1995 Dec;172(2):519-30

**Dozor AJ.** see Boyer J
sae Nitahara J
see Schroeder S
see Wilmott RW

Du YX, Cha Q, Chen XW, Chen YZ, Huang LF, Feng ZZ, Wu XF, **Wu JM.** An Epidemiologic- Study of Risk-Factors for Lung-Cancer in Guangzhou, China. Lung Cancer 1996;14(S1):S9-S37

**Dubey AK.** see Levy NB

Dweck HS. see Reantragoon S

Dworkin B. see Horowitz HW


**Etlinger JD,** Li SX, Guo GG, Li N. Phosphorylation and ubiquitination of the 26S proteasome complex. Enzyme Protein 1993;47(4-6):325-329

**Etlinger JD.** see Suarez G


**Falco RC.** see Daniels TJ


Feldman E. see Ahmed T
see Seiter K
see Xu W


Fernandez BM, Tse-Dinh Y. Vaccinia virus DNA topoisomerase I preferentially removes positive supercoils from DNA. FEBS Lett 1996 Apr 22;384(3):265-8

Ferreri N. see Nakajima Y


Ferrone S. see Ban N
see Iwasaki Y
see Puppo F
see Wang Z


Finn D. see Kieseraman S

Fish BG. see Stewart J

Fish D. see Daniels TJ
see Del Savino G
see Falco R


Fleisher AG. see Garry D


Fox M. see Camisa C


Frost EAM. see Pimentel MC Jr


Gambert SR. see Olivetti G


Garry D, Leikin E, Fleisher A, Tejani N. Acute myocardial infarction in pregnancy with subsequent medical and surgical management. Obstet Gynecol 1996 May;87(5 Pt 2):802-4


Geertman R, McMahon A, Sabban EL. Cloning and characterization of cDNAs for novel proteins with glutamic acid proline dipeptide tandem repeats. Biochim Biophys Acta 1996 May 2;


George V. see Smith A

Gerritsen ME. see Stolz R


Gewitz MH. see Mathew R

see Stewart J


Glassman MS. see Ganatra J


Godfrey HP. see Lin KT

Goldman AI. see Levy NB


Gordon R. see Frost EAM

Greenbaum DM. see Latriano B

Greenberg J. see Phillips M
Grima KM. see Ahmed T

Grossman SD. see Maniscalco AA


Gupta KL. Medical-Education. Lancet 1995;345(8962):1440-1440


Gupta KL. see Gambert SR


Gurtner GH. see Sciuto AM


Hamby C. see Weinstein B

Hannan EL, Mendeloff J, Farrell LS, Cayten CG, Murphy JG. Multivariate Models for Predicting Survival of Patients with Trauma from Low Falls - The Impact of Gender and Pre-Existing Conditions. J Trauma Inj Infect Crit Care 1995;38(5):697-704


Heier SK. see Lightdale CJ

Helson L. see Ahmed T

see Deb G

see Donfrancesco A


Herz BL. see Lee B


Hewlett D. see Horn DL

see Ramaswamy R
Hilchey SD, Bell-Quilley CP. Association Between the Natriuretic Action of Angiotensin-(1-7) and Selective Stimulation of Renal Prostaglandin I-2 Release. Hypertension 1995;25(6):1238-1244

Hintze TH. see Cheng W
see Hubbard JW
see Kajstura J
see Liu Y
see Shen W
see Stewart J
see Zeballos GA


Hirschfeld A. see Samkoff LM


Hodgson WJB. see Kato K
see Rawson JV

Hoffman MK. see Mahlknecht U
see Sahdev I
see Schubart UK

Holder J. see Reddy P


Horn DL. see Hewlett D


Horowitz HW. see Falvo C
see Montecalvo MA
see Wormser GP


Iatropoulos MJ. see Spiller M


Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook of penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996


Ivatury R. Heart (commentary). In: Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook of penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996. p. 509-11


Ivatury RR. see Rohman M
see Sharma P
see Simon RJ
see Smith A


Johansson BE. see Kilbourne ED


Kajstura J. see Anversa P
see Cheng W
see Liu Y
see Reiss K
see Resnicoff M
see Zhang X


Kaminsky S. see Gevirtz C


Kasoff S. see Babu R
see Spiller M
see Tenner MS

Kay R. see Abernathy GT
see Belkin RN


Khoury A. see Weintraub MI

Khoury-Yacoub N. see Gevirtz C


Kilbourne ED. The Emergence of Emerging Diseases - A Lesson in Holistic Epidemiology. Mt Sinai J Med 1996;63(3-4):159-166


Kilbourne ED. see Hocart M
see Johansson BE

Kinsley BT, **Swift M**, Dumont RH, **Swift RG**. Morbidity and Mortality in the Wolfram-Syndrome. Diabetes Care 1995;18(12):1566-1570


Klein RM. see Rawson JV

Klein SA. see Leikin E
see Mays J

Kleinhans AUT. see Wilson RJA

Koestenblatt EK. see Don P


Koppel BS. see Daras M
see Samkoff LM


Kwark HSE. see Boyer J


LaFaro RJ. see Lee H

Lake DE. see Ahmed T

Laniado SM. see Conners MS


Lasser-Ross N. see Kogan A
see Magee JC


Lazarus TS. see Lin RY


Lee M. see Montecalvo M


Leikin E. see Garry D
see Shaw F


Lerea K. see Zhang Q

Leslie D. see Rifkinsonmann S

Li P. see Cheng W
see Sonnenblick EH
see Zhang X


Li X, James W, Traganos F, Darzynkiewicz Z. Application of biotin, digoxigenin or fluorescein conjugated deoxynucleotides to label DNA strand breaks for analysis of cell proliferation and apoptosis using flow cytometry. Biotech Histochem 1995 Sep;70(5):234-42


Liebmann JM. see Caronia RM
see Gentile RC
see Krivoy D
see Morinelli EN
see Ritch R
see Sokol J
see Stegman Z


Lin F, Rios A, Falck J, Belosludtsev Y, Schwartzman ML. 20 Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid is formed in response to EGF and is a mitogen in rat proximal tubule. Am J Physiol 1995 Dec; 269(6 Pt 2):F806-16

Lin JH. see Smalley D


Linstrom CJ. see Keiserman S
see Petschenik AJ

division and programmed myocyte cell death characterize the cardiac myopathy induced by rapid ventricular pacing in dogs. Lab Invest. 1995 Dec;73(6):771-87


Loutsch EM. see Strome SS


Lucariello R. see Abernathy GT


Mallouh C. see Hsieh T


Margulies L. see Sehgal P

Marincola FM. see Ferrone S

Marks SJ. see Horowitz HW
Marshall MC.  see Singh I


Masdeu JC.  see Brazis PW


May LT.  see Tabibzadeh S


McCormick SA.  see Petschenik AJ

McCormick S.  see Lazarus P


McGiff JC.  see Fulton D
see Schwartzman ML

McPhee MD.  see Rozenblit G


Medow M.  see Berezin S
see Ganatra JV


Meggs LG.  see Reiss K
see Zhang X


Melamed MR. see Li X
see Pizzolo JG
see Siddiqui A

Merker P. see Spiller M

Mittelman A. see Ahmed T


Monestier M. see Iwasaki Y


Montecalvo M. see Shay DK

Morgan JC. see Hodgson WJB


Moy FB. see Olivennes F
see Weinstein B


Mullen MP. see Disla E

Munoz J. see Hendricksmunoz KD


Nadelman R. see Aguero-Rosenfeld ME
see Horowitz HW
see Liveris D


Nasjletti A. see Guan H
see Johnson RA

Navot D. see Illions EH
see Scott RT


Nedergaard M. see Goldman SA


Neuman G. see Kopman A

Newman LJ. see Ganatra J


Newman SA. see Downie S
see Zhang Q

Niguidula FN. see Stewart J


Norman A. see Klein RM

Noto RA. see Lee MM
see Romano A

Nowakowski JP. see Aguero-Rosenfeld ME
see Horowitz HW
see Liveris D
see Nadelman R


Olivetti G. see Anversa P
see Cheng W
see Kajstura J
see Sonnenblick EH


Osborn HH. see Cohen SJ
see Lanoix R
see Pousada L


Parson EB. see Nunes J
Pavia CS.  see  Liveris D

Peterson SJ.  see  Hewlett D
see  Horn DL


Pitchumoni CS.  see  Fomberstein B
see  Ramaswamy R


Policastro AJ.  see  Rozenblit G

Poon TP.  see  Koppel B


Poretsky L.  see  Rubio SI


Pousada L.; Osborn HH.; Levy DB., editors. Emergency medicine. 2nd ed. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996


Powers CA. see Fan NYT

Puccio CA. see Ahmed T


Quilley J. see Fulton D
see McGiff JC

Rackow EC. see Latriano B


Reddy P. see Del Savino G

Reed GE. see Belkin RN
see Lee H


Reiss K. see Anversa P
see Cheng W
see Kajstura J
see Zhang X

Rendon M. Psychoanalysis in an historic-economic perspective. In: Perez FRM et al., editors.
Reaching across boundaries of culture and class: widening the scope of psychotherapy.  

Rendon M.  see Javier R


Rim DA.  see Abernathy GT


Ritch R.  see Caronia RM  
see Gentile RC  
see Krivoy D  
see Liebmann JM  
see Morinelli EN  
see Sokol J  
see Weiss JS


Romano A, Blethen S, Dana K, Noto R.  Growth hormone treatment in Noonan syndrome: the


Rosenfeld L. see Reantragoon S

Ross WN. see Callaway JC
see Kogan A


Rozenblit G. see DelGuercio LM


Sabatini MT. see Rubio SI


Sabban EL. see Feng ZH
see Geertman R
see Hiremagalur B
see Kvetnansky R
see Nankova B


Samkoff LM. see Daras M

Savino JA. see Mehta VK
see DelGuercio LR
see Rozenblit G


Schaefer S. see Lazarus P


Schwartz IS. see Nitahara J
see Swift M


Sehgal P. see Mackiewicz A
see Wang L


Seiter K. see Ahmed T
see Feldman E
see Montecalvo MA
see Xu W

Seligman KP. see Stewart J


Shah KD. see Arpadi SM

Shah PM. see Babu SC
see Belkin RN
see Kotval PS
see Lee H

Shapiro LR. see Hsu LYF


Sharma SC. see Cook JE
see Garcia-Valenzuela E
see Shareef SR


Simon RJ.; Ivatury R. Extrahepatic biliary tract. In: Ivatury R; Cayten CG., editors. The textbook of
penetrating trauma. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1996. p. 643-54

Simon RJ. see Ivatury R


Sivanandham M. see Wallack MK


Slim MS. see Berezin S

see Boyer J

Sloan HR. see Medow MS


Smith AG. see George V


Snyder MS. see Stewart J


Sonnenblick EH. see Anversa P

see Cheng W

see Kajstura J

see Reiss K

see Zhang X

Spark A. see Williams CL

Speaker MG. see Morinelli EN

Spiller M, Merker PC, Iatropoulos M, Childress S, Williams G, Kasoff S. Correlation of relaxometry and histopathology: the transplantable human glioblastoma SF295 grown in


Stahl WM. see Ivatury R


Stier CT. see Fan NYT see Johnson RA


Stone RK. see Don P


Strobino B. see Williams CL


Subhedar DV. see Gevirtz C


Swift MR. see Athma P
see Kinsley BT
see Paller AS
see Schroeder S

Swift RG. see Kinsley BT

Szaniawski W. see Lemlich G


Taddionio RF. see Boyer J

Tazaki HJ. see Hsieh T

Tejani N. see Garry D
see Leikin E
see Shaw F


Tenner MS. see Gebarski SS

Thompson CI. see Lee H
see Zeballos GA


Traganos F. see Bhatia U
see Gong J
see Hara S
see Li X
see Murakami T
see Ronai Z
see Seiter K


Tse-Dinh Y. see Fernandez BM
see Zhu C

Tuchman AJ. see Daras M
see Samkoff LM

Valsamis MP. see Tenner MS


Vanhorn KG. see Montecalvo MA


Verma UL. see Leikin E
see Mays J

Visintainer PF. see Lang DM
see Masdeu J
see Rifkinsonmann S


Wallack MK. see Whooley B

Walsh JB. see Gentile RC
see Krivoy D
see Shareef SR

Wamsley JK. see Alburges ME
see Narang N


Wang W. see Giebisch G
see Kubokawa M
see Wechter WJ


Wedeen CJ. see Ramirez FA


Weinstein A. see Asch ES


Weintraub MI. see Horowitz HW


Whooley B. see Wallack MK


Williams G. see Spiller M


Williams SE. see Goldman SA


Wolin M. see Cheng W
see Davidson CA
see Guan H
see Mohazzab K
see Shen W
see Zeballos GA

Woolf PK. see Stewart J


Wormser GP. A clinical guide to AIDS and HIV. Phildelphia: Lippincott; 1996


Wormser GP. see Aguero-Rosenfeld ME
see Horowitz HW
see Liveris D
see Montecalvo MA
see Nadelman R
see Shay DK


Wu JM, Du YX. Overview and Highlights of the Panel Discussion. Lung Cancer 1996;14(S1):S3-S8

Wu JM, Du YX. Summary of Papers and Research Recommendations Presented at the International-Symposium on Life-Style Factors and Human Lung-Cancer, Guangzhou, China. Lung Cancer 1996;14(S1):S223-S234
Wu JM.  see Du YX
see Hsieh T
see Wang X

Wyer P.  see Gupta R

Wynn PS.  see Montecalvo M


Zamurovic D. see Lee B


Zelicof SB.  see Del Savino G
see Pidoriano AJ
see Reddy P

Zeman R.  see Nankova B


Zhao G.  see Shen W
see Smith C


PART II

Departmental Listing

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Frost EAM
Gevirtz CM
Gordon R
Karlin A
Kopman AF
Neuman G
Pimentel MC
Reddy P
Subhedar DV

BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Olson SC
Sabban EL
Schwartz IS
Suarez G
Tse-Dinh YC
Weinsein B
Wu JM

CELL BIOLOGY & ANATOMY

Etlinger JD
Kleinhaus AL
Lerea K
May LT
Nedergaard M
Newman SA
Sehgal P
Wedeen CJ
Zeman R

COMMENCEMENT INVITEE

Khoury A

COMMUNITY & PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Cassidy S
Cimino JA
Daniels TJ
Falco RC
Fish D
Frank D
Lasker L

DENTISTRY

Friedman MH
Martinez-Rosenberg R
Vittek J
DERMATOLOGY

Don PSC
Huang J
Koestenblatt EK
Lemlich GP
Szaniawski W

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Baker W
Clarke DE
Lanoix R
Osborn HH
Wyer P

MEDICINE

Abolhassani M
Abraham NJ
Ahmed T
Alfalla C
Anversa P
Astiz ME
Barber HJ
Belkin RN
Bloomfield D
Brenner JL
Bujak DI
Burke H
Chaudhry S
Cheng W
Chiao JW
Chiaramida S
Chun HG
Cohen J
Corpuz MO
Cuppari GG
Darzynkiewicz Z
Disla E
Dubey AK
Dworkin B
Feldman E
Fomberstein B
Fox M
Gambet SR
Goodman AI
Greenbaum DM
Cabello FC
Carbonaro CA
Chun M
Ferrone S
Hamby C
Hoffman MK
Johansson BE
Kilbourne ED
Margulies L
Marincola FM
Monestier M
Ronai ZA

NEUROLOGY

Danon MJ
Daras M
Donnenfeld H
Koppel BS
Marks SJ
Masdeu JC
Samkoff LM
Tuchman AJ
Weintraub MI

NEUROSURGERY

Babu RP
Kasoff S
Hirschfeld A

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY

Figueroa R
Kaminski S
Khoury-Yacoub N
Leikin E
Navot D
Shaw FM
Tejani N
Verma UL

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Liebmann JM
McCormick SA
Ritch R
Sharma SC  
Speaker MG  
Walsh JB  
Zaidman G

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY

Holder J  
Taddonio RF Jr.  
Zelicof SB

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Finn D  
Lazarus P  
Linstrom CJ  
Meiteles LZ  
Schaefer S

PAPERWORK ON WAY

Moy FB

PATHOLOGY

Abbi R  
Aguero-Rosenfeld ME  
Belmonte AH  
Beneck D  
Godfrey HP  
Grima KM  
Iatropoulos MJ  
Kwark HSE  
Kyriazis AP  
Lin JHC  
Melamed MR  
Narayanan S  
Olivetti G  
Poon TP  
Sabatini MT  
Schliselfeld LH  
Valsamis MP  
Vanhorn KG  
Williams G  
Zamurovic D

PEDIATRICS
Accardo PJ
Amin N
Athma P
Bamji M
Berezin S
Bostwick HE
Boyer JT
Dozer AJ
Dweck HS
Falvo C
Fish BG
Gewitz MH
Glassman MS
Khan A
Mathew R
Medow M
Munoz J
Newman LJ
Noto RA
Romano A
Rosenfeld L
Scherder S
Seligman KP
Shapiro LR
Sloan HR
Snyder MS
Spark A
Stewart JM
Stone RK
Stroblino B
Swift MR
Visintainer PF
Williams CL
Woolf PK

PHARMACOLOGY

Balazy M
Bell-Quilley CP
Conaway CC
Ferreri N
Johnson RA
McGiff JC
Merker P
Nasjletti A
Powers CA
Quilley J
Schwartzman ML
Stier CT Jr
Wang W

PHYSIOLOGY

Belloni F
Gerritsen ME
Hintze TH
Lasser-Ross N
Mohazzab-HK
Ross WN
Thompson CI
Wolin M
Zhao G

PSYCHIATRY

Abright AR
Asaad G
Bachrach HM
Blumenfield M
Brook DW
Cuera J
Flach F
Freedman AM
Glucksman M
Greenberg J
Heacock DR
Kymissis P
Loutsch EM
Nunes JV
Parson EB
Rendon M
Schwartz IB
Swift RG
Wamsley JK
Wynn PS

RADIATION MEDICINE

Ng G

RADIOLOGY

Abdel-Dayem HM
Brown R
Brudnicki A
Kalani G
Kempf JS
Klein RM
Klein SA
Kotval PA
Leslie D
Norman A
Rozenblit G
Stern MJ
Tenner MS

REHABILITATION MEDICINE

DeAraujo MP

SURGERY

Agarwal N
Babu S
Byrne DW
Cagir B
Cayten CG
Cerabona TD
Del Guercio LR
Fleisher AG
George V
Herz BL
Hodgson WJB
Ivatury RR
LaFavo RJ
Lee BY
Lowenfels AB
McPhee MD
Morgan JC
Niguidula FN
Policastro AJ
Porter JM
Reed GE
Rohman M
Salzberg CA
Savino JA
Shah PM
Simon RJ
Sivanandham M
Slim MS
Smith AG
Stahl WM
Stringel G
Wallach MK
Whooley B

UROLOGY

Choudhury MS
Mallouh C
Schneidau TA
Tazaki HJ